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Abstract:  Online Transaction is a popular mode of payment and  most of the payments done by using credit card but credit card 

fraud happens continuously and it leads to huge lose. So all the banks and other financial industries supports to the progress of 

Fraud identification of credit card. The fraudulent transactions can takes place in different ways, identification of credit card fraud 

is very important to the credit card companies so that customers will not be charged for the items those are not purchased. This 

paper explained the concepts related to credit card and used different machine learning algorithms like logistic regression and 

random forest method .2,84,808 credit card transactions of dataset is collected from kaggle and these transactions are from European 

bank. Identification of credit card is an example of classification and in this process  includes analyzing and preprocessing the data 

set along with the deployment of Machine learning algorithms. 

Index Terms - Credit card fraud, logistic regression, random forest  

  

1.INTRODUCTION 

 

Credit card fraud is refers to misuse of someone’s account without the owner being aware of it. Analyzing and studying these fraud 

transactions, prevention methods needs to be taken against these fraud transactions so that it’ll helps to avoid similar situations in 

future. 

The scenario of credit card fraud, the fraudster make use of other person’s credit card for personal uses without taking permission 

from owner of the card. In 2018 Credit card fraud losses in London estimates 844.8 million US Dollar. To stop these fraudulent 

transaction either prevention or detection of credit card must be done.  

These credit card fraud transactions can be takes place in two types: one is robbing a physical card and the other one is stealing 

some important information of the credit card like CVV, Card Number, Expire Date, Type of card and other. 

The main aim of this paper is to analyze and preprocess the data by using Machine learning algorithms and find out which algorithm 

is best to identify credit card fraud. 

The rest of the paper describes as follows: section 2 consists of related work regarding credit card system, section 3 consists of 

system framework, section 4 consists of Methodology, section 5 consists of results and discussions and in the next section it consists 

of conclusion and then references. 

 

2.RELATED WORK  
 

A survey of various papers which discussed about many Machine learning algorithms to find out the best one to detect credit card 

fraud were analyzed as below:  

[1] Lakshmi S V S S, Selvani Deepthi Kavila used three Machine learning algorithms i.e., Logistic regression, decision tree, Random 

forest on dataset and the work is implemented using R language and the performance was measured using sensitivity, specificity, 

accuracy, error rate. Conclude that random forest is better compared to rest of techniques.  

[2] S P Maniraj, Aditya Saini, Swarna Deep Sarkar  Shadab Ahmed make use of  local outlier factor and isolation forest algorithm 

on PCA transformed data set. 

[3] Kaithekuzhical Leena Kurien & Dr. Ajeet Chikkamannur  has did the research on credit card ,where SMOTE technique is used 

to balance the dataset and later they used logistic regression and random forest method, considering Precision ,F1 score, recall and 

ROC curve as performance metrics. Concluded the limitation that when there are multiple trees in the forest the algorithm works 

slowly for random forest method. 

[4] Andhavarapu Bhanusri, K.Ratna Sree Valli , P.Jyothi , G.Varun Sai , R.Rohith Sai Subash proposed a system in which author 

performs sampling on dataset and test against logistic regression, Random forest, naïve bayes, AdaBoost method and used support, 

accuracy, recall as performance measures. 

[5] Varun Kumar K S, Vijaya Kumar V G, Vijay Shankar A, Pratibha K developed a system where author applies a SMOTE 

technique, data sets were tested against different supervised machine learning algorithms like Decision Trees, Naive Bayes 
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Classification, Least Squares Regression, Logistic Regression and SVM are used to detect fraudulent transactions in real-time 

datasets. 

[6] Navanshu Khare and Saad Yunus Sait used random forest, decision tree, SVM, Logistic regression. These techniques directly 

applied on raw data set and results were evaluated using accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, precision. Concluded that random forest 

is best. 

[7] Mr.Manohar.s, Arvind Bedi, Shashank kumar, Shounak kr Singh, author states that after preprocessing the data tested against 

random forest, decision tree and SVM methods and concludes that SVM is best in terms of accuracy but with low precision values. 

  

3.PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 

 

  

                                              
 

                                                                             Fig-1:System architecture 

Above figure(1) demonstrates the key steps that has to be followed to develop a proposed model. After balancing the data set using 

SMOTE technique the feature extraction will be performed later the output of the training data will be tested against the test data. 

 

 

                                                 
                                                                  Fig-2 : Credit card transaction dataset 
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                                                                                 Fig-3: Heat map 

In the way to generating the heatmap, first train the data set using different Machine learning algorithms. In this process  extract the 

dataset and find the patterns between the fraudulent transactions. So using these patterns between the normal and fraudulent 

transactions, it’ll be easy to identify the future fraudulent transactions. 

Below algorithms are used in this paper to identify the fraudulent transactions of credit card: 

Random Forest: 

It is one of the tree based algorithm and also it is an algorithm for both regression and classification problems. Random forest 

consisting of no. of trees and produces the output by combining the output of all the trees. The process of combining the trees is 

called as ensemble method. The output of each decision trees will be merged to get accurate results. 

It also performs row sampling. 

Logistic Regression: 

It is one of the supervised classification algorithm. The outcome of logistic regression probability has two values either yes or no, 

1 or 0, true or false. 

The Logistic Regression probability predict and returns the dependent variable, that is predicted from the independent variable. 

Logistic regression is very much similar to linear regression but the output of linear regression will be straight line where as logistic 

regression produces the curve. 

 

                                                                

                                                                                   Fig-4: Logistic curve 

 

5.RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Figure 5  is the confusion matrix for random forest, where it shows the no. of genuine transactions and fraud transactions. This 

Confusion matrix plot between true class and predicted class. 
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                                                                        Fig-5: Confusion Matrix for random forest 

The below figure represents Confusion Matrix for logistic regression. It produces the correct transactions and the incorrect ones 

also produces the true positives, true negatives, false positives and false negatives.   

                                                            

                                                                  Fig-6: Confusion Matrix for logistic regression 

Confusion matrix gives the visualization of the results obtained from methods. 

Below table represents the results of different Machine learning algorithms. In this simulation process accuracy, precision, F1-score 

and recall were considered as performance measures. 

Below table concludes that Random forest is the best Machine learning Algorithm to find the fraudulent Transactions. 

 

Table-1: Accuracy, Precision, recall, F1-score comparison for            different ML methods. 

 Accuracy Precision recall F1-score 

Random Forest 99.9 97.4 78.6 87 

Logistic Regression 99.8 75 68 71 

                      

6. CONCLUSION 

Credit card fraud transactions are increasing day by day, because of this many peoples were losing their money so that companies 

are investing money to find the suitable method to find out the fraudulent transactions. 

From the experiments which are demonstrated in this paper results that random forest produces the best accuracy based on the 

performance measures. 
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